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For those of us living in North America, the history of piracy coincides with the history of the colonization of the New World. Today, pirates may be dressed differently but to practice their profession still requires a fast craft and a slower victim. In places like the Malacca Straits, the South China Sea, West and East Africa, the crime pays handsomely so pirates will not be disappearing any time soon. What also has not changed over the years is the law on the subject. The rules are still based upon an artificial line drawn in the water, twelve nautical miles from land. Whether the law gets reformed will depend on the world’s appetite to amend the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea. Until then, the solution to curb maritime piracy must remain a combination of diplomacy, military force, continued vigilance, and a desire to treat the matter as nothing more than a law enforcement problem.
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I. Introduction

The term “piracy” today is one that is frequently misused. While reading the daily news, whether via hard or electronic copy, it is common to find the term used in a loose, popular sense to refer to acts of violence or lawlessness at sea, no matter where the piratical act takes place, whether inshore or offshore.

It is important to realize that there is nothing particularly romantic about the crime of piracy. The term “pirate” is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as meaning a sea-robber, or a
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marauder. A marauder, simply put, is someone that goes about pilfering. Thus, in effect, pirates are nothing more than common thieves—but that is not how Hollywood has characterized them. Today, characters such as Captain Jack Sparrow, portrayed by Johnny Depp, have done much to make the life of a pirate look both cool and stylish. It was, and is, anything but that.

For those of us living in North America, especially those of us residing on the Eastern side of the continent, the history of piracy coincides with the history of the colonization of the New World. By understanding the evolution of piracy, from the changing modus operandi of pirates and the motivations driving their actions, the international community can work to first amend existing legal instruments, as well as to create a modern and comprehensive solution to piracy both on and offshore.

II. The Way Piracy Used to Be Committed

It has been said that looking back at the history of piracy can provide part of the explanation for why the term itself is so misused today and why there is a widespread misunderstanding of the essential purpose of the rules of international law on piracy. From stealing Spanish galleons to the taking of simple cargoes of furs, the romantic definition of piracy stems from a Golden Age during which pirates freely roamed the open seas with little or no regulations.

On the heels of the Spanish thrust into Central America came the fishing fleets of the English, French and Portuguese. Fishery in the Canadian provinces of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland grew quickly, employing hundreds of ships and thousands of men and women; all resided and worked in a land with no government closer than Europe and no authority higher than that of a “fishing admiral.” As a result,
Newfoundland quickly became a haven for pirates. The reward was wealth and, for some, social status. At a time when the annual wage for the working man was five to ten pounds Sterling, a pay-off of 1,000 dollars at the end of a pirate voyage was quite the prize. Some pirates, upon retirement, were actually able to buy their way into the European nobility; one retiree even became a judge.6

The “gold medal” of piracy was said to be the taking of a Spanish treasure ship.7 Yet equally as popular were French cargoes of wine and English cargoes of shore-cured fish and furs from Hudson Bay and the St. Lawrence River.8 The pirates favored no one particular state, and there was no shortage of cargoes to sell on the black market in the “free ports” of Southern France and years later in the colonies, from New England down to the Carolinas.9 Thus, the need for every state to act against piracy on the high seas was simply a reflection of the common interests of European powers to protect their fleets, which were the lifeline of their colonial empires. The need was styled as a duty of every state, not a right.

Piracy in the “Golden Age” was not something that was easily accomplished. It was a complex undertaking. To do it properly required a fast, well-armed ship, a navigator, and a large crew, none of which came cheap. Piracy depended upon constant recruitment: seamen were being “taken,” either at sea as a prize, or on land, or they were recruited either voluntarily or through force by the use of a press gang. Further, piracy was very much a young man’s game, with the age of most pirates ranging from 18 to 30 years.10 Even boys as young as ten years old were known to serve on a pirate crew11 and, reportedly, some of them escaped the hangman simply because of their youth.

Regardless of age, there was always the risk of capture and punishment. The first Vice-Admiralty Court outside England was established at Trinity in Newfoundland in 1615 to deal with piracy in the New World,12 and the last person hanged under piracy laws in
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Canada was executed in Halifax in 1809. However, it was not until the Royal Navy began patrolling the high seas with fast sloops of war, specifically outfitted for capturing pirates, that an effective remedy for suppressing maritime piracy in the North Atlantic was discovered.

Getting caught as a pirate appears to have been an occupational hazard, but receiving punishment as a pirate was another matter and appears to have been the exception rather than the rule. Governments often issued pardons to those who wanted to “come home,” and if war broke out (as it often did), whole flotillas of “legal” pirates, known as privateers, could volunteer their services with all past sins forgiven. Furthermore, those pirates that had money could always help the coffers of a nation by buying themselves pardons.

III. The Way That Piracy Is Conducted Today

Piracy today still requires a fast craft and a slower victim. However, instead of swords, modern pirates carry automatic weapons and communication devices. Further, given the poverty in certain parts of the world today, there is no shortage of recruits willing to go to sea, young or old.

In recent years, the deployment of multinational forces in the waters around the Horn of Africa, particularly off the coast of Somalia, has created the perception that maritime piracy is exclusively a Somali problem. This is far from the case. Pirates also currently operate in places like Bangladesh, Indonesia, the Malacca Straits, the South China Sea, West Africa and South America. Therefore, piracy is still an international affliction on maritime trade.

Most recently, the number of Somali pirate attacks has decreased significantly. This has been partly attributed to the presence of
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military forces in the region, the deployment of private armed guards, and the use of the shipping industry’s Best Management Practices.\(^{19}\)

The piracy problem in Africa has now shifted to the African West coast, off Nigeria, in the Gulf of Guinea.\(^{20}\) Although, sea robbers operating off the coast of Nigeria is not a new activity. Nigeria is Africa’s most populous country and top oil producer, and the country is said to have a strong network of criminal organizations that have always targeted ships carrying valuable cargoes, including oil.\(^{21}\) The majority of attacks on ships have occurred in the Niger Delta, an oil rich region, and lax government allows the land-based criminal organizations to not only survive, but also thrive.\(^{22}\)

While Somali pirates focused primarily on hostage-taking for ransoms, and lately on transporting weapons and providing “security” for ships illegally plundering Somalia’s fish stocks,\(^{23}\) Nigeria’s pirates have focused mainly on stealing cargoes.

IV. THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK THAT THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY AND THE PIRATES ARE WORKING WITHIN TODAY

Piracy under international law should not be confused with piracy under any system of national law. One of the lessons that we learned from the shipping industry’s experience of the piratical attacks off the coast of Somalia was the need for some clarity over the interpretation
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of international law, which was complicated by the breakdown of a functioning Somali state.24

Lawyers consider international piracy as an exception to the exclusiveness of a flag state’s jurisdiction on the high seas. Currently however, an act of piracy may still take place within the 200 nautical miles of an exclusive economic zone.

International piracy is defined as an illegal act committed on the high seas, outside the jurisdiction of any state,25 a part of the world that governments regard as no-man’s land. The rationale for this definition is that pirates, described as “enemies of the human race,” are seen as a threat to the shipping and commerce of all maritime states indiscriminately. Accordingly, international law recognizes that all states, regardless of their flags, may exercise extraordinary jurisdiction over pirate vessels.26

The Geneva Convention on the High Seas (“High Seas Convention”) required states to cooperate to the fullest extent possible in the repression of piracy on the high seas or in any other place outside the jurisdiction of any state.27 Article 15 of the High Seas Convention defines piracy as:

(1) Any illegal acts of violence, detention or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private ship or aircraft, and directed:

(a) On the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or property on board such ship or aircraft;

(b) Against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction of any State . . . .28

Under this Article, the High Seas Convention contains a requirement that at least two vessels be involved to qualify as an act of piracy: a pirate ship and a victim ship. Hijacking a ship that you are on board is not an act of international piracy, nor is any act of violence by a mutinous crew against its own vessel. However, once
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hijacked, a mutinous crew or the hijacked ship might go on to commit acts of piracy on other ships.

Further, the activities of robber bands operating in the inshore waters of places like Nigeria are also not acts of piracy, so long as the robbers continue to operate within territorial waters. If they do, their apprehension and punishment are within the sole jurisdiction of the government of the coastal state. In addition, to be piratical, the act needs to be committed for private ends.

In 1982, the Final Act of the Third U.N. Conference on the Law of the Sea added little to no change to the piracy provisions of the High Seas Convention. This is unfortunate, as some of the problems that the international community has with the words today are the same as those of the 1970s and early 1980s, when the third U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) was being negotiated.

Under international law today, an act of maritime piracy cannot be committed landward of the outer limit of the territorial sea: that is, less than twelve miles offshore—and yet that is exactly where many of today’s piratical acts take place using small boats. In the 1600s, when the clear distinction that we have today between the “territorial sea” and the “high sea” did not exist, it would have been quite proper to describe illegal acts in ports or in coastal waters as acts of piracy.

As mentioned previously, armed robbers operating on small boats in coastal waters are not pirates in the strict legal sense of the term. However, when these same attackers are backed by larger “mother ships” that can extend operations out into the high seas, the crews on the smaller boats can be legitimately regarded as pirates. Similarly, armed robbers gaining access to a victim ship from shore are not technically pirates within the legal definition, but if those same criminals board the ship at sea from another ship, they are regarded as pirates.

Much has happened around the world in the fifty-five years since the High Seas Convention. For example, in 1958, Fidel Castro was a


rebels attacking Havana, the State of Alaska had just joined the Union as the forty-ninth state, and the first parking meter was installed in England!

Once again, lawyers can rightly be accused of not keeping up with the changing pace. Today, the piracy provisions of UNCLOS are in need of amendment to broaden the scope of the term “piracy” and account for it in its contemporary form. The optimist in me would like to think that change is possible. However, the problem is compounded by the fact that UNCLOS was negotiated as a “package,” which some saw as its most significant quality, creating a balanced text to provide a basis for universality. The difficulty with having a package though is its “all or nothing” nature, which has resulted in some states declining to ratify UNCLOS.

UNCLOS allows any state to arrest a pirate ship on the high seas and deal with the attackers before their own courts, if and only if an act of international piracy has been committed. In all other cases, jurisdiction lies with the flag state. But what if there is no flag state? What if the flag state is unable to police its own citizens and waters, like Somalia was and still is, due to its internal political situation? In the event that a coastal state cannot police an adjacent waterway, should the “world” take on that obligation?

Further, which is the best forum to prosecute those captured on the high seas and charged with the crime of international piracy? The days of a court on board a ship are a thing of the past. The U.S. jailed three Somalis for the deaths of four Americans in February 2011 and the year 2013 saw reports of Kenya jailing nine Somalis found guilty of piracy. Does justice favor one location over another?

UNCLOS covers acts “committed for private ends by the crew or the passengers,” and there is no doubt that would include acts committed for personal financial gain. But what of acts committed for political purposes? Is the act of hijacking a commercial ship, such as an oil tanker, an act of piracy, an act of commercial malpractice, or an act of terrorism? The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has recently defined the phrase “committed for private ends” to
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include those ends pursued on personal, moral or philosophical grounds, such as professed environmental goals. Therefore, a person who believes that he is simply taking a political stand and serving the public good may still be regarded as committing acts of piracy for private ends.

V. Conclusion

In a statement made on December 10, 1982, at the final session of the Law of the Sea Conference, the then Secretary-General of the U.N., Javier Pérez de Cuéllar, said:

It is easy to understand the state of mind which prevailed when the Conference opened almost nine years ago. It oscillated between hope and fear, between the concern to agree on new ways of peaceful coexistence and the constraints imposed by national interests . . . and in some cases by undue attachment to traditional principles and concepts.

Those words are as applicable today as they were back in 1982. It is time though to re-think the crime of international piracy and put it in a modern context. Pirates still operate in differing parts of the world, but now they do so from small fast crafts that tend not to stray too far from shore. This evolving method of piracy makes an artificial line in the waterway at the twelve nautical mile mark—the wrong place to start defining what is, or what is not, international piracy.

Despite the recent decline in piracy incidents, pirates are not going away anytime soon. The crime pays handsomely, especially when slow-moving cargo vessels sail past within arm’s reach. The crime of piracy is but a symptom of a deeper problem on land that needs to be addressed before there can be a permanent end to piracy at sea. In the interim, the solution today, as it was in years past, must continue to be a combination of diplomacy, legal reform, military force, continued vigilance, and a desire to treat the matter as a law enforcement problem. Whether the needed legal reform is an international response or a regional response, like the recent Code of

35. Inst. of Cetacean Research v. Sea Shepherd Conservation Soc’y, 725 F.3d 940, 942, 944 (9th Cir. 2013) (“You don’t need a peg leg or an eye patch. When you ram ships; hurl glass containers of acid . . . and point high-powered lasers at other ships, you are, without doubt, a pirate, no matter how high-minded you believe your purpose to be.”).
Conduct signed by twenty-two states to address the prevention of piracy, armed robbery against ships, and illicit maritime activity in West and Central Africa,\textsuperscript{38} depends very much on the world’s appetite to amend UNCLOS.
